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Abstract: Variable message signs (VMS) are used to display messages providing up-to-date traffic-
relevant information so that drivers can safely adapt their behavior in real time. The information
reported in a VMS should be brief but comprehensive to minimize perception time. The latter can
be influenced by the way the message is displayed. This study investigates how the different ways
of displaying the same message can influence reading time and the information perception process
at different driving speeds. Specifically, the following message characteristics are investigated:
(i) use of uppercase and lowercase letters; (ii) use of familiar pictograms; and (iii) use of less familiar
pictograms. Furthermore, as perception time typically changes with ageing, drivers belonging to three
different age classes are tested. The experimentation was performed by simulating a vehicle passing
along a straight road upon which a VMS displaying different messages was placed. Experimentation
results are analyzed using the Kruskal–Wallis test, Friedman rank-sum test and Welch one-way
ANOVA, showing that: (i) the use of uppercase or lowercase does not seem to significantly affect
reading times; (ii) the use of pictograms that are not very familiar to habitual road-users can be
counterproductive for the perception process; (iii) elderly drivers always have greater difficulty in
perceiving the message than young or middle-aged drivers. The findings of this study can be of help
for traffic authorities to design the most suitable structure for a VMS so that its information can be
unequivocally and immediately conveyed to drivers.

Keywords: variable message signs; driving safety; drivers’ visual perception; drivers’ age;
pictograms; human factors

1. Introduction

The last two decades have seen the increased use on roads of intelligent transport
systems designed to facilitate safe driving while reducing driver fatigue and distraction.
These include variable message signs (VMS), which provide drivers with information
(e.g., on accidents, route choice and congestion) in real time so that they can adapt their
behavior accordingly. Compared to fixed road signs, VMS have better potential to provide
road users with instantly updated messages on road and traffic conditions. The most
important condition for the effectiveness of VMS is that the messages are trusted by
the road users, which is fostered by experience of their use in traffic [1]. VMS need to
meet two conflicting requirements: maximizing comprehension while minimizing the
time required for their perception [2]. Messages should be short yet comprehensive, and
reading time needs to be reduced to a minimum. Reading time can be influenced by both
the characteristics of the message (color, length, number of rows, number and size of
characters, images, abbreviations, etc.) and external factors, such as panel location and
driver’s characteristics [3,4].

Considerable research efforts, including both objective and subjective methods, have
been made to determine what kinds of VMS content and format should be displayed, and
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drivers’ attitudes towards VMS [5–7]. The paper by [8] investigated the effects of diverse
factors on drivers’ guidance compliance behaviors according to road information shown
on VMS, finding that factors such as age, driving years, monthly income, driving style,
occupation, and familiarity with road network are significant determinants of guidance
compliance behavior. Driver response to information provided by VMS was analyzed in [9]
using a multinomial logit model calibrated based on personal socioeconomic characteristics
and trip features. More recently, the paper by [10] studied drivers’ responses to dynamic
travel information with VMS using a classification and regression tree model. The paper
by [7] investigated the factors affecting VMS by examining, through a revealed preference
questionnaire and stated preference survey, what kinds of VMS contents, formats and their
interactions are preferable to Chinese drivers. The results reveal that drivers seem to prefer
the information shown in an amber-on-black on text format and a white-on-blue on graph
format in foggy weather. The paper by [11] investigated the impact of VMS travel time
visualization on travelers’ route choice behaviors using a stochastic network equilibrium
model. The results show that the optimal design of VMS’s locations and travel time display
could lead to significant congestion mitigation.

Several researchers have estimated reading times according to message characteristics,
such as the number of words and rows, lexicon, and images. In 1979, Jacobs and Cole
developed a linear relationship, via regression, between reading time (t) and the number of
words (N) included in the message (t = 0.32 N − 0.21) [12]. The influence of the number of
words on reading time was also evaluated in [13], according to which drivers can correctly
read up to four words (or two units of information) displayed for 0.5 s per word without
loss of recall. Subsequently, in 1994, Setra developed a model (t = N/3 + 2) that estimates
the reading time (t) of a message as a function of the number of words or symbols (N) it
comprises [14]. According to the paper by [15], reading times are affected by the length
of the message, and messages too long or complicated may lead some drivers to slow
down dangerously to read them. In this regard, the paper by [16] analyzed through a
medium-fidelity driving simulator the optimum number of units of information VMS
should display to influence driver speeding behavior. Their results suggest that, on the
one hand, the comprehension time is low when there are fewer units of information, and
on the other hand, too little information may be unclear or ambiguous, whereas too much
may be hard to understand and cause drivers to slow down. The number of rows used
to convey the message is also proven to affect response time. The latter was found to be
minimal for messages displayed in two rows [17], while the best results were obtained for
up to six words distributed in two rows [18].

The lexicon used to compose the text can also affect reading times; it is always
preferable to employ commonly used terms with which drivers are familiar. The language
used should also be that of the drivers usually traveling along that road [19]. The words
used need to be chosen appropriately, as they affect the comprehension and perception of
information [20]. Abbreviations can be included to shorten the length of the message, but
they must be used carefully. If abbreviations are unfamiliar to drivers, they can become
unintelligible [21] and slow down the information perception process.

Pictograms can be used in VMS to communicate the message graphically and reduce
the length of the text message. A pictogram is an ideogram that conveys its meaning
through its pictorial resemblance to a physical object or event. Broadly speaking, pic-
tograms have some advantages—they are language-independent and are visible from
greater distances than text signs [22]. Compared to text-only messages, pictograms can
simplify the understanding process [23,24], but if poorly executed can also impair its un-
derstandability and cause interpretative ambiguities [25]. In this regard, the US Manual of
Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) recommends accompanying the ideogram with a text
sign when it is not familiar [26]. Although several researchers on traffic signs agree that
pictorial information would improve equivalent text messages, the benefits of pictograms
in VMS are still a controversial issue. The paper by [27] assessed the difficulties expe-
rienced by adults with dyslexia in acquiring the information shown in VMS, providing
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evidence that the legibility of single-word text messages can exceed that of pictograms
in the presence of VMS with a high aspect ratio. Relatively recent studies have shown
that the comprehension reaction time for pictograms in fixed road signs may depend on
the type of sign [28], but when the symbolic sign is substituted with text, the familiarity
becomes irrelevant [29]. Since pictograms alone are sometimes insufficient, supplementary
texts can be used. When a combination of a pictogram and text is used, the pictogram
should give the most central information, while the text is a complement [1]. In VMS,
combined messages (text + pictogram) may act as a unified stimulus and the processing of
a pictogram may be influenced by the text and vice versa. Figuring out this process is an
area yet to be explored.

Several studies agree that message perception is affected by the characteristics of
the drivers (such as age and visual abilities) as much as, if not more than [30], those of
VMS. In 2008, a study comparing Italian and American drivers found that older drivers
face considerable difficulties in executing some maneuvers, such as merging from a ramp,
changing lanes, turning left in non-signalized intersections, and driving at night [31].
Eyesight is the sense most affected by ageing [32]. The characteristics that can affect driving
behavior are eye health, visual acuity, range of the useful field of view, color discrimination,
depth perception, contrast sensitivity and sensitivity to low light. Older people have a
reduced field of vision, their eyes are more sensitive to glare, and movements that occur
at the edges of the visual field are not clearly perceived [33]. Elderly drivers need more
time to adjust their focus [34], and the minimum duration of fixation needed to discern
the details of a signal increases with age [35,36]. A variety of modifications to the visual
system, such as anatomical changes that alter visual ability and reduce the amount of
light that can reach the retina, occur with age [37]. Eye movements are affected by these
physiological changes, and they impair the perception of distance and movement. Because
of the physiological decline in visual and cognitive abilities, elderly drivers encounter
difficulties in coping with specific driving situations and maneuvers. In 2014, the European
Commission estimated that by 2025, over 20% of Europeans will be 65 or older and the
number of over eighty-year-olds will rapidly increase. Older people are playing an ever
more active role in society, and being able to drive is necessary for their mobility needs.

Understanding how the structure of VMS can affect the perception and understanding
process is of fundamental importance to draw practical conclusions on the design and
display of effective VMS [38]. It is believed that the effective use of VMS can reduce the
risk level of road accidents. The paper by [39] analyzed the effect of anti-speed messages
on driving attitudes and traffic speed in an inter-city highway, demonstrating that there
are small, albeit beneficial, effects using these messages. The speed management impact of
VMS in motorways to reduce the number of accidents and the related risk level was further
analyzed in [40].

This study aims to add to the existing body of literature by investigating the extent to
which the different ways of displaying the same message on VMS can influence reading
times and the information perception process depending on the driver’s age and driving
speed. Specifically, the impact of the following message characteristics is investigated:

• use of uppercase and lowercase letters
• use of familiar pictograms
• use of less familiar pictograms.

An experimentation was performed in a simulation room reproducing the scene of
a vehicle passing along a straight road upon which a VMS displaying different messages
is placed. The simulation tests reproduced the typical driving scene viewed by drivers
through their visual cone, assuming two different driving speeds: 50 and 80 km/h. Three
different age groups (young, middle-aged, and elderly drivers) were involved in the
experimentation to investigate how reading times and understanding rates of the various
message compositions can change with age.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the methods and materials
used in this experimental study. Section 3 illustrates the quantitative results of the study
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relating to reading times and the comprehension rate of the various messages for the three
age groups. The experimental results are critically discussed in Section 4, along with some
considerations on the limitations of the study. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Materials and Methods

This section provides a detailed description of the methods and materials used in this
study, including the:

• testing procedure;
• characteristics of the sample of drivers involved in the experimentation;
• features of the eye tracker device used in the experimentation;
• design of the test: definition of text messages and rules adopted for VMS composi-

tion; and
• statistical tests used in the analysis of the results.

2.1. Testing Procedure

This research aims to specifically investigate the relationship between the visual
stimulus transmitted with a VMS and the related perception process according to the
biodynamic model. To this end, the simulation environment for the experiment was set
up with the explicit intent to exclude any potential external disturbing factors (traffic,
pedestrians crossing, noises, etc.) that could affect reading time. The simulation tests were
carried out in a simulation room in the Transport Engineering Laboratory of the University
of Cagliari (Cagliari, Italy). The simulation room included a driver’s seat and a video
projector that broadcast the driving scene on a 3 × 3 m screen (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Left: layout of the simulation room. Right: a frame of the broadcasted driving scene.

A typical suburban road scene was created using video editing software. The driving
scene simulated a vehicle passing along a straight road upon which a VMS is located
(Figure 1—right). To test the reading times under different conditions, each driving scene
was displayed for 6” at a speed of 50 km/h and for 3” at a speed of 80 km/h. The choice
of the two test speeds was linked to the type of road used in the test—that, is a single
carriageway with two lanes and two-way traffic, with a speed limit of 80 km/h in force on
it. The panel was visible for the whole duration of the video.

2.2. Trial Participants

The tested sample included 30 volunteer drivers aged from 22 to 83 years. The 30 par-
ticipants were divided into three balanced age groups [41] in order to investigate the role of
age in the process of reading and understanding the message: 10 young drivers (less than
40 years old), 10 middle-aged drivers (between 40 and 65 years old) and 10 elderly drivers
(over 65 years old). All the participants had a valid driving license and drove regularly.
Table 1 shows the general characteristics of the sample.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the sample.

Young Drivers Middle-Aged Drivers Elderly Drivers

N. of tested drivers 10 10 10

Mean Age 32 50 68

Min Age 22 41 65

Max Age 40 64 83

Gender
M 7 7 6
F 3 3 4

Before starting with the experimentation, participants were all informed about the
study’s full compliance with the national privacy legislation (Regulation EU 2016/679 and
Legislative Decree 101/2018) in processing the data and videos collected during the test.
All subjects gave their informed consent for inclusion before they participated in the study.
The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and the protocol
was approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of Cagliari (Project identification
code: 2021-UNCACLE-0094227).

2.3. The Eye Tracker for the Acquisition of Experimental Data

A portable eye tracker (ASL Mobile Eye by Applied System Laboratory) was used to
measure the time spent by the drivers to read the displayed message. The used eye-tracker
device has two synchronized micro-cameras: one records the eye movements, by pupil
tracking, the other pinpoints the driver’s field of vision, recording exactly what he/she is
observing (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The used eye tracker.

The synchronization of the two cameras allows one to observe, second by second,
what the eye sees and for how long. The two cameras produce two outputs:

• a video recording of the scenes observed by the driver
• a matrix with the coordinates of pupil movements and gaze points, both recorded

every 0.03 s.

The reading time for the whole message and individual lines was calculated using the
“Gaze tracker” software (Eye Response Technologies Inc.: Charlottesville, VA, USA).
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2.4. Message Design

The displayed messages were organized into three different groups to analyze how
the reading times of VMS change in relation to the use of:

1. uppercase and lowercase letters (Group 1)
2. familiar pictograms (Group 2)
3. less familiar pictograms (Group 3).

Table 2 summarizes the main characteristics of the three groups of messages analyzed.
Messages were written in Italian language to maximize comprehension by volunteer
drivers, all of whom were Italian native speakers.

Table 2. Tested message compositions.

Group ID Description Displayed Message

Group 1
Use of uppercase and

lowercase letters

1A All in uppercase
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Group ID Description Displayed Message  

Group 1 
Use of uppercase 
and lowercase let-

ters 

1A All in uppercase 

 

 
 

1B All initial letters in uppercase 

 

 
 

1C 
More significant words in upper-

case, others capitalized 

 

 
 

Group 2 
Use of familiar pic-

tograms 

2A 
Pictogram replaces part of the 

text message 

 

 
 

2B Pictogram repeats the concept 
shown in the text message 

 

 
 

2C No pictogram  

 

 
 

Group 3
Use of less

familiar pictograms

3A Pictogram replaces part of
the text message
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Each group included, in turn, three different ways of displaying the same content,
for a total of nine message compositions. When the message’s composition included a
pictogram, it was placed on the left-hand side as suggested in the Vienna Convention on
road signs and signals [42].

The basic content of the analyzed messages varied for each group (see Table 2):

• Group 1: “Accident in Via Roma—Turn right in Via Napoli”
• Group 2: “Road Works in Via Roma”
• Group 3: “Via Roma Closed—Turn into Via Napoli”.

In order to investigate the effect of driving speed on reading time, the simulation tests
were performed twice, once assuming a driving speed of 50 km/h and once assuming
a speed of 80 km/h. To avoid drivers memorizing the message previously read, road
names were changed when performing the test for the second time: “via Roma” and “via
Napoli” were replaced by “via Milano” and “via Firenze”. Thus, a total of 18 message
compositions (corresponding to 18 driving scenes) were submitted to each participant
during the simulation test. The 18 scenes were played in the same order for all drivers. The
video projection was paused after each scene to allow the participants to illustrate what
they read on the just-displayed VMS.

2.5. Statistical Tests Used in the Analysis

To analyze the differences between the three age groups and the different messages
displayed, the following statistical tests suitable in the case of small samples were used:

• Bartlett test for homogeneity of variance: the null hypothesis of this test is that the
variances are homogeneous.

• Shapiro test to verify if the distribution is normal: the null hypothesis of this test is
that the distribution is normal.

• Friedman rank-sum test to compare two or more groups in the case of heteroscedastic-
ity and not-normal distribution. The null hypothesis is that the groups are equal.

• The Wilcoxon signed-rank test is a post hoc test performed after the Friedman rank-
sum test. The groups are compared in pairs and the test provides a range. If this range
falls within the reference range 8–47, then the pairs have the same characteristic.

• The Kruskal–Wallis test is used in the case of homoscedasticity when the hypothesis
of normal distribution is violated. The null hypothesis is that the groups are equal.

• Welch one-way ANOVA is performed if the data are normal and heteroscedastic. The
null hypothesis is that the groups are equal.

3. Results
3.1. The Reading Time of the VMS: The Role of Drivers’ Age

The reading times for the complete message and the single lines were acquired for
each driver at both test speeds (50 and 80 km/h) using the eye tracker. The average reading
time per single word was derived as the ratio between the reading time per row and the
number of words read in the same row. To proceed with the textual analysis, the text
was lemmatized by removing prepositions and articles and imposing three letters as the
minimum length of each word. Figure 3 shows the resulting average reading times (s)
per word for each of the 30 drivers analyzed. The average reading times of the three age
groups are as follows:

• young drivers: 0.63 s per word with a variance of 0.0029; the fastest was driver n.5
(0.55 s), the slowest n.9 (0.73 s)

• middle-aged drivers: 0.64 s per word with a variance of 0.0032; the fastest was driver
n.13 (0.58 s), the slowest n.16 (0.78 s)

• elderly drivers: 0.79 s per word with a variance of 0.02367; the fastest drivers were n.
23 and 25 (0.58 s), the slowest n.21 (1.14 s).
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Reading times appear similar for young and middle-aged drivers, while they differ
widely for elderly drivers. The statistical significance of this result was verified using the
tests below:

• Bartlett’s test:

− Bartlett’s K-squared = 12.6799, df = 2, p-value = 0.0018.

The average reading times within the three age groups are not homoscedastic.
• Shapiro’s test:

− Young drivers’ reading times: W = 0.9431, p-value = 0.5884;
− Middle-aged drivers’ reading times: W = 0.8585, p-value = 0.0732;
− Elderly drivers’ reading times: W = 0.8304, p-value = 0.0338.

The reading times of young and middle-aged drivers are normally distributed, while
those of elderly drivers are not. Consequently, to evaluate whether there is any
significant difference in the average reading times per word within the three age
groups, the Friedman rank-sum test was applied.

• Friedman rank-sum test:

− Chi-squared = 9.8974, df = 2, p-value = 0.0071.

At least one of the three groups is significantly different.
• The post hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank test was applied to identify the significantly

different group by comparing the various groups in pairs. The results are illustrated
in Table 3 and show that only the older drivers’ reading time per word is significantly
different.

Table 3. Results of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

Pair Considered Range (8–47) Result

Young—Middle-aged 26.5–27.5 NOT significantly different

Young—Elderly 1.5–53.5 Significantly different

Middle-aged—Elderly 5–50 Significantly different

3.2. Group 1—Use of Uppercase and Lowercase Letters

Table 4 details the numerical results of the simulation tests related to Group 1. The
table shows for each message composition and each age group the percentage of drivers
who understood (totally, partially, not at all) the displayed message and the related reading
times, at both 50 and 80 km/h.
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Table 4. Numerical results for Group 1—use of uppercase and lowercase letters.
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1A

Drivers who understood the
message (%)

50 70% 30% 80% 20% 30% 30% 40%
80 50% 50% 80% 20% 10% 50% 40%

Reading time per message (s) 50 4.32 2.77 4.16 3.02 3.25 3.10 2.98
80 2.67 2.58 2.55 2.24 2.41 1.98 1.93

1B

Drivers who understood the
message (%)

50 80% 20% 90% 10% 50% 30% 20%
80 60% 30% 10% 50% 50% 20% 30% 50%

Reading time per message (s) 50 3.70 2.59 3.76 3.14 3.44 3.72 2.66
80 2.84 2.38 2.20 2.61 2.07 1.43 2.27 1.81

1C

Drivers who understood the
message (%)

50 90% 10% 90% 10% 30% 50% 20%
80 70% 30% 80% 10% 10% 10% 40% 50%

Reading time per message (s) 50 3.54 2.38 4.01 3.64 2.67 3.12 1.55
80 2.55 1.66 2.53 1.60 2.09 2.63 2.47 1.81

As for the comprehension of the various messages when using uppercase and lower-
case letters, it emerges that:

• at 50 km/h, young and middle-aged drivers showed similar results. The composition
1C was the most understood in both age groups (90%), 1B was slightly less understood
by young drivers, and 1A was somewhat less clear for both groups (it was fully
understood by 80% of middle-aged drivers and 70% of young drivers). Understanding
rates were significantly lower for elderly drivers, for whom the composition best
understood at 50 km/h was 1B (totally understood by 50% of elderly drivers), followed
by 1C and 1A (30%)

• at 80 km/h, the results were similar to the previous ones, but the percentage of
understood messages decreased. For young and middle-aged drivers, 1C remained
the message with the highest rate of understanding (it was totally understood by
70% of young drivers and 80% of middle-aged drivers). The understanding rates of
elderly drivers were lower for all three compositions: compositions 1B and 1C were
not understood by 50% of elderly drivers, and 1A by 40%.

Focusing on the reading time of the VMS only for the drivers who fully understood
the message:

• at 50 km/h, young and middle-aged drivers showed similar and higher reading times
than elderly drivers for all message compositions, respectively. Among the tested
elderly drivers, the very few who understood the message seemed to read it faster
than younger drivers. The composition that was read faster by young and elderly
drivers was 1C, while middle-aged drivers appeared to read 1B slightly faster

• at 80 km/h, reading times were lower for all age groups for all three message composi-
tions. Young and middle-aged drivers showed no significant differences in the reading
times of the three messages, while the few elderly who understood the message read
composition 1B faster.

The statistical validation of the results was performed using the tests below:

• Bartlett’s test:

− Bartlett’s K-squared = 9.1632, df = 2, p-value = 0.0102.

The average reading times in the three age groups are not homoscedastic.
• Shapiro’s test:

− Message 1A W = 0.9585, p-value = 0.2827;
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− Message 1B W = 0.9792, p-value = 0.8028;
− Message 1C W = 0.9505, p-value = 0.1741.

The distribution is normal. To determine whether the average reading times are
affected using uppercase and lowercase letters, Welch one-way ANOVA was applied:

− F = 2.3326; num df = 2.000; denom df = 55.028; p-value = 0.1066.

The results indicate that the three compositions are not significantly different from
one another.

3.3. Group 2—Use of Familiar Pictograms

The numerical results of the simulation tests related to Group 2 are illustrated in
Table 5. The table shows for each message composition and each age group the percentage
of drivers who understood the displayed message and the related reading times at both 50
and 80 km/h.

Table 5. Numerical results for Group 2—use of familiar pictograms.
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2A
Drivers who understood the message (%) 50 60% 40% 90% 10% 40% 60%

80 70% 30% 90% 10% 40% 60%

Reading time per message (s) 50 1.36 1.06 2.19 1.53 1.49 1.76
80 1.06 1.24 1.33 1.41 1.14 1.27

2B
Drivers who understood the message (%) 50 100% 0% 100% 80% 20%

80 100% 0% 90% 10% 70% 30%

Reading time per message (s) 50 2.73 2.52 2.65 1.60
80 2.17 1.97 1.50 2.09 2.03

2C
Drivers who understood the message (%) 50 100% 100% 90% 10%

80 100% 100% 80% 20%

Reading time per message (s) 50 2.97 3.15 3.04 2.43
80 1.93 1.89 2.07 2.18

The message composition where the pictogram replaces part of the text (2A) was the
least understood by all drivers in the three age groups. At 50 km/h, it was understood
by 60% of young drivers, 90% of middle-aged drivers, and only 40% of elderly drivers.
No significant differences were observed when increasing the driving speed from 50 to
80 km/h. Message compositions 2B and 2C were well understood by almost all young and
middle-aged drivers, both at 50 and 80 km/h. The understanding rate dropped slightly for
elderly drivers. Message composition 2B was understood by 80% of elderly drivers in the
test at 50 km/h (70% at 80 km/h), while 2C was understood by 90% of elderly drivers at
50 km/h, and 80% at 80 km/h.

Leaving aside message composition 2A, which appears to be generally poorly under-
stood, and focusing only on the reading times of the two best-understood compositions (2B
and 2C), it emerges that at 50 km/h, the composition with the pictogram was read faster
than the one without, though the text is identical.

Reading times at 50 km/h were:

− 2.73 s with the pictogram (2B) and 2.97 s without (2C), for young drivers
− 2.52 s with the pictogram (2B) and 3.15 s without (2C), for middle-aged drivers
− 2.65 s with the pictogram (2B) and 3.04 s without (2C), for older drivers.

Conversely, at 80 km/h, reading times were shorter for the composition without the
pictogram (2C):

− 2.17 s with the pictogram (2B) and 1.93 s without (2C), for young drivers
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− 1.97 s with the pictogram (2B) and 1.89 s without (2C), for middle-aged drivers
− 2.09 s with the pictogram (2B) and 2.07 s without (2C), for older drivers.

Such results may suggest that while at slower speeds drivers look at both the pic-
togram and the text, at higher speeds, they focus their attention on the text, thus reading
the composition without the pictogram faster.

The statistical validity of the results was investigated as follows:

• Bartlett’s test:

− Bartlett’s K-squared = 4.9338, df = 2, p-value = 0.0848.

The average reading time in the groups is not homoscedastic.
• Shapiro’s test:

− 2A W = 0.8243, p-value = 0.0002;
− 2B W = 0.9506, p-value = 0.1760;
− 2C W = 0.9332, p-value = 0.0599.

The results suggest that the distribution is not normal. The Kruskal–Wallis test was
then applied to determine whether the average reading times of the message were
affected by using the pictogram.

• Kruskal Wallis test:

− Chi-squared = 47.4938, df = 2, p-value = 4.862 × 10−11.

The three message compositions are significantly different from one another.

3.4. Group 3—Use of Unfamiliar Pictograms

The third group of messages is structured similarly to the second, with the difference
being that the tested pictogram is not a common pictogram that will be immediately
recognized, but a less familiar pictogram derived from the combination of two road signs:
a no-entry sign and a sign of permitted directions. When this unfamiliar pictogram is
displayed in the VMS, the driver’s response differs in several aspects from that seen in
the previous group. Table 6 details the numerical results of the simulation tests related to
Group 3; the structure of the table is the same as that of the previous ones.

Table 6. Numerical results for Group 3—use of unfamiliar pictograms.
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3A

Drivers who understood the
message (%)

50 40% 50% 10% 80% 10% 10% 10% 30% 60%
80 40% 50% 10% 80% 10% 10% 30% 0% 70%

Reading time per message (s) 50 2.96 2.98 2.65 3.16 3.07 3.60 3.60 3.53 3.11
80 2.01 2.01 1.86 1.82 1.70 2.10 2.16 0.00 1.90

3B

Drivers who understood the
message (%)

50 100% 80% 20% 60% 10% 30%
80 70% 30% 80% 20% 20% 30% 50%

Reading time per message (s) 50 2.95 3.38 3.81 3.26 3.51 2.19
80 2.31 2.57 2.02 1.84 2.41 2.21 2.00

3C

Drivers who understood the
message (%)

50 100% 90% 10% 60% 10% 30%
80 70% 30% 80% 20% 10% 50% 40%

Reading time per message (s) 50 2.47 2.65 3.11 2.70 2.34 2.83
80 2.26 2.15 2.00 1.71 2.14 1.61 1.50

Similarly to what emerged in Group 2, the message composition where the pictogram
replaces part of the text (3A) was the least understood: only 40% of young drivers, 80% of
middle-aged drivers and 10% (30% in the test at 80 km/h) of elderly drivers understood the
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message correctly. Message compositions 3B and 3C were, on average, better understood by
all age groups and showed similar understanding rates. At 50 km/h, message composition
3B was fully understood by 100% of young drivers, 80% of middle-aged drivers and 60%
of elderly drivers. Understanding rates of young and elderly drivers dropped, respectively,
to 70% and 20% in the test at 80 km/h. Similar values characterize message composition
3C, which at 50 km/h was fully understood by 100% of young drivers, 90% of middle-aged
drivers and 60% of elderly drivers. Even in this case, understanding rates dropped when
performing the test at 80 km/h, reaching the value of 70% for young drivers, 80% for
middle-aged drivers and 10% for elderly drivers. Leaving aside message composition
3A, which appears to be generally poorly understood, the reading times of compositions
3B and 3C are compared to investigate the potential distracting effect of an unfamiliar
pictogram in the VMS.

Reading times at 50 km/h were:

− 2.95 s with the pictogram (3B) and 2.47 s without (3C), for young drivers
− 3.38 s with the pictogram (3B) and 2.65 s without (3C), for middle-aged drivers
− 3.26 s with the pictogram (3B) and 2.70 s without (3C), for older drivers.

At 80 km/h, reading times were:

− 2.31 s with the pictogram (3B) and 2.26 s without (3C), for young drivers
− 2.02 s with the pictogram (3B) and 2.00 s without (3C), for middle-aged drivers
− 2.41 s with the pictogram (3B) and 2.14 s without (3C), for older drivers.

According to these results, the presence of a less unfamiliar pictogram slows down
reading times for all age groups in both tests.

The statistical significance of such results was investigated as follows:

• Bartlett’s test:

− Bartlett’s K-squared = 6.3796, df = 2, p-value = 0.04118.

The average reading time in the three groups is not homoscedastic.
• Shapiro’s test:

− 3A W = 0.9374, p-value = 0.0773;
− 3B W = 0.9684, p-value = 0.4971;
− 3C W = 0.9604, p-value = 0.3162.

The distribution is normal, to determine whether average reading times are affected
using an uncommon pictogram, the Welch one-way Anova test was applied:

− F = 14.7661, num df = 2.0, denom df = 55.543, p-value = 7.202 × 10−6.

The three messages are significantly different from one another.

4. Discussion

The purpose of this study was to assess the extent to which some features of VMS
may influence reading times and understanding rates and whether this can be affected by
drivers ‘age and driving speed. Table 7 summarizes the main statistical results concerning
the performed experimental tests.

The results of the performed experimentation indicate that drivers’ age does play a role
in the perception of VMS. Elderly drivers generally found greater difficulty in perceiving
the displayed message correctly and showed longer reading times per word. Furthermore,
while reading times are quite similar for young and middle-aged drivers (their mean values
and variance are both very close), the reading times of elderly drivers differ substantially
from the other two age groups.

Although the differences between older drivers and the other two age groups may
appear small, they can play a relevant role in message understanding. Looking at the
“Drivers who understood the message” variable, older drivers always show the worst
result. It is worth noting that the VMS is a complex device, in which the drivers must be
able to read text and pictures at the same time, usually in a very short timeframe. The
reading speed of older drivers is slightly slower than other drivers (there are little but
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significative differences in reading times among the three age groups), and this is reflected
in the lower rate of understanding of the message for the same display time.

Table 7. Statistical test results.

Item Normal Distribution Homoscedasticity Statistical Test Result

Average reading time
per word No No Friedman rank sum test;

Wilcoxon signed rank test
Older drivers have significantly

different reading times

Uppercase and
lowercase characters Yes No Welch one-way ANOVA

The three message compositions
are NOT significantly different

from one another

Familiar pictogram in
conventional position No Yes Kruskal–Wallis test

The three message compositions
are significantly different from

one another

Less familiar pictogram
in conventional position Yes No Welch one-way ANOVA

The three message compositions
are significantly different from

one another

As for the use of uppercase and lowercase letters, although the experimentation did
not highlight significant differences from a statistical point of view regarding the three
compositions tested, some considerations can be made.

The message with all words in uppercase is the least well-perceived by all three age
groups. This indicates that using all capital letters in dense messages such as the one tested
(seven words spread over three lines) makes it more difficult to recognize the words and
therefore understand the message. This result is in line with previous studies according
to which VMS should use messages with all capital letters only in the presence of a few
words and spaced writing (e.g., “WEATHER ALERT”) [43,44].

The message composition in which the significant words are in uppercase seems to be
slightly better perceived by young and middle-aged drivers: it allows them to immediately
recognize the most significant words, speeding up the understanding of the message
content. Conversely, elderly drivers who generally show lower understanding rates of the
displayed messages seem to better perceive the composition in which all initial letters are
in uppercase. This can mean that they need to read every word to understand the content
of the message, which leads to longer reading times.

When increasing the driving speed from 50 to 80 km/h, the percentage of understood
messages decreases for all age groups as well as reading times.

Some interesting elements emerged on the effects of a pictogram in the panel in terms
of conveying the message. Pictograms are supposed to speed up the comprehension of
VMS because they graphically introduce the issue (traffic jam, road works, queue, etc.) and
in some way anticipate the words reported in the text to the drivers. When a pictogram
replaces part of the text, whether it is familiar or not (compositions 2A and 3A), the
message is generally less understood by all age groups. Such results seem to suggest
that the pictogram should not replace part of the text, but it should eventually be used
to reinforce the concept expressed in the written text. In this regard, it should be noted
that when a pictogram is used to repeat the same concept expressed in the text, different
comprehension rates and reading times are recorded depending on whether the used
pictogram is more or less familiar. At 50 km/h, a familiar pictogram repeating the same
information expressed in the written text (2B) helps to capture the message faster than the
VMS composition without a pictogram (2C), and this applies for all age groups. On the
other hand, when the pictogram used is less familiar, an increase in reading times and a
reduction in the understanding rate compared to the text-only composition are recorded
for all age-groups. It should be emphasized that effectiveness of the pictogram is based on
its recognizability. If this latter is lacking, drivers are disoriented and need more time to
read the message, and thus understanding it becomes more difficult.

Such experimental results suggest that paying attention to the way in which pic-
tograms are used in VMS. Although, on the one hand, the presence in a VMS of a familiar
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and commonly used pictogram can help drivers to capture the meaning of the message
better and faster, on the other hand, a less familiar pictogram can be confusing and can
slow down the understanding process, despite the apparent simplicity of its message.

The research described has some limitations related to the simulation environment
in which it was conducted. The experimentation was performed in a research laboratory
where participants had to passively observe the road scene being projected on a screen.
In order to focus on the relationship between the visual stimulus and its perception ac-
cording to the biodynamic model, the simulation environment was set up with the explicit
intention of excluding any external disturbing factors that could influence the reading and
perception time. Although, on the one hand, this allowed us to focus on the biodynamic
perception aspect, on the other hand, it does not reproduce the real driving conditions,
where the driver’s attention is instead divided between different activities and stimuli
and not focused on a single element. For this reason, the results of this research are not
intended to be directly transferable to real driving situations, but they have the potential to
support more effective composition of information messages on VMS.

5. Conclusions

This study has investigated, by means of an objective method based on a simulation
experiment, the extent to which some features (use of uppercase and lowercase letters and
of familiar and less familiar pictograms) of the messages displayed in VMS may influence
reading time and understanding rates and whether and how these latter factors can be
affected by the driver’s age and driving speed.

The driver’s age was confirmed to play a key role in the visual perception of VMS.
Elderly drivers showed a longer reading time and greater difficulty in correctly perceiving
the message than young and middle-aged drivers. This result is not surprising, as ageing
typically causes deterioration of vision and a reduction in visual acuity, thus reducing the
ability to capture the fine details of a visual stimulus, such as the text displayed in a VMS.

An interesting finding of this study concerns the use of pictograms in VMS. Although
pictograms are generally supposed to simplify and speed up the perception process, the
experimentation results show that they may instead slow it down depending on the clarity
and recognizability of the pictogram itself. In fact, for the visual stimulus to be useful,
it must be understandable in a simple and immediate way. In this experimentation, less
familiar pictograms are in fact proven to produce a lengthening of the perceptual process,
probably due to the increased time needed to interpret the object within the panel.

Despite some of the limitations that this research may have, related to the laboratory
environment where the tests were performed, the findings offer a contribution to the
research to identify more preferable VMS formats, and could be of help for traffic authorities
to design the most suitable structure for a VMS so that its information can be displayed in
an understandable and effective way, with positive repercussions for traffic efficiency and
safety. As a further development of the research, the use of a physical driving simulator to
reproduce the test would likely improve the strength of the results and their transferability
to the real context.
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